
Chapter 3 Review 

Society: The aggregate of people living together In a more or less 

ordered community. 

Culture: The arts and other manifestations of human intellectual 

achievement regarded collectively. 

Seasonal round: this term refers to the pattern of movement from one 

resource gathering area to another in a cycle that was followed each 

year. 

Pemmican: a paste of dried and pounded meat mixed meat mixed with 

melted fat and other ingredients, originally made by North American 

Indians and later adapted by Arctic explorers 

Intertribal: existing or occurring between different tribes 

Vison Quest: An attempt to achieve a vision of a future guardian spirt. 

2) What is the difference between a society and a culture? In what ways 

do people group themselves together? Society is the way they live 

Culture is what they believe. They combined them to make the way they 

live around what they believe in. 

3) They moved because where they were they could not get enough food 

for their tribe also there was more food in the plains so they moved 

4) They were a lot Healthier because they had food and hide and bone to 

make spears and other stuff 

5) Well they all spoke the same language and they voted for the head of 

the tribe. 

6) The always fought for food. 



7) Ben Franklin Discovers Electricity, French and Indian War. 

8) They were bigger so they could carry more and they were faster. 

Critical Thinking 

1)  

2) Their headdresses because it symbolizes who or what they worship 

3) Because they didn’t have enough food or guns to fight so they 

traded with other tribes for protection. 

4) Because we haven’t been able to see their skin or how many of 

them died from this disease. 

5) Pros they got more food and resources, cons they didn’t know how 

to handle them and probable shot one of their tribe buddies. 

 

Past to present 

1) Small Pox 

2) It would kill many but not like small pox because we have more 

medicine now and more advanced technology. 

Make it Local 

1) Crow Nation It does not have an effect on our county. 

2) Our state name is Montana is Native for Mountain. 


